
THREE YEARS IN
CHIANG MAI

A tale by IT genius Michel



So it has been three years already… On November 1st 2012, I settled in Chiang Mai with just two suitcases after having  sold everything in Belgium. I didn’t know if I 

was here for 1 month, 1 year or much less. As I spent quite some time in Sweden,  I knew that Swiss German people could be compared to Swedish trolls, so that 

was quite a worry. Actually, they are much worse, especially the blond ones. 

As I didn’t know anything about Child’s Dream business processes, I took the application that was assigned to me as being  the one needing urgent refurbishing 

and I tried to do something similar while eliminating the most obvious flaws. The result was quite encouraging, but so basic compared to what the application is 

today, as nobody, including me, realized how far we could go in automating and integrating processes. Anyway, I have the feeling that USP is quite good now, as 

Tuu stopped  threatening to kill me a few months ago.

Designing a new CMF database was a piece of cake as the main user, Ta, is always laughing and dancing around you even  when you crash the application right 

in front of her. Go figure…

The project reporting tool was a real nightmare and I still sometimes wake up in the middle of the night, sweating and screaming. What I remember from one of 

my latest dreams is that Angie was explaining to me that reserved debit can collide with cash advances if the age of the main contractor is higher than the 

average FX rate divided by the remaining budget, but I may have gotten something wrong. Anyway, there is light at the end of the tunnel and hopefully, it’s not a 

train coming towards me. By the way, I miss Angie a lot and I know that I’m not the only one.

The new contact database marked a decisive turn in how Child’s Dream was viewing IT for what it is supposed to be: an enabling tool. Marc started to have 

visions in the swimming pool and he was sending me new requests faster than my computer can make a simple addition. So, I became an expert at catching balls 

coming from a crazy baseball machine, which nicely set up the stage for the next challenge: the admin database! That was the first brand new application, 

which means imagination is queen and the sky is the limit. At least in an organization like CD, because if you have to do that in an enterprise, you are back to the 

nightmare square 1. The swimming pool visions intensified dramatically (there must be something in the water…), the baseball machine was totally out of whack, 

but the result, I dare saying, was a tremendous increase in productivity.

HR was so easy to implement that I almost forget to mention it. Manuela is the ideal end-user for an IT guy; she has simple requests and is always happy with the 

result. As she admits herself that she doesn’t understand anything to IT, every time there is a bug you can tell her that it’s her fault and she will believe

it. I told you: the dream of any IT guy, especially the lazy retired one.

For the last few weeks, the BE team is getting my full attention, and gosh, they have been patient. It’s terribly frustrating that I cannot find anything bad to say 

about Tai, but she is a scientist like me and our sick minds go well together. I think that we set up the new evaluation application in less than 2 weeks. A meeting 

rarely takes more than 15 minutes and half an hour later she is back at my desk to ask if Ifinished testing. This is boring though…



We now have a volunteer working remotely from Philadelphia, USA to develop mobile applications. Her name is Bhavika Patel and we recently released her first 

accomplishments: USP and CMF payment approval and Contact database search. Very happy users and more to come soon. Thank you Bhavika! 

And now ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls hold on to your socks: we are planning a new project database totally integrated with the other databases. I say 

“We” because I now have a lovely assistant (no name) and even volunteers working for me. Talk about climbing the social ladder: a volunteer having a team 

working for him! Soon I will have more staff then Tai and I know she is watching me closely. I may end up in the management committee, my official title being 

“Corporate IT director”. Ok, I go take my medications and come back in a minute.
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Normally, volunteers write their report when they finish the 6 months assignment, but as I may never finish or simply die at my desk from an IT overdose, I decided to 

write it now. This is not my last will; a separate document will follow with a list of goods to distribute, but don’t expect too much. Sometimes, people ask me why I do 

this, which means in clear: “Why do you work for free when you can make tons of money as an IT consultant, you stupid?” The simple answer is: it is good for me 

and it is good for CD. It must be the first real win-win situation of my entire career. I have never been able to do IT with so much freedom, I have never so clearly 

seen the usefulness of my work and I certainly haven’t heard the words “Thank you” so many times. Do you know that in the industry in general, 50 % of the

projects are abandoned after several months of work and spending? And of the remaining 50 %, about half prove to be useless. At CD, we didn’t abandon a 

single project, but we sometimes changed the specifications in a heartbeat (after a vision in the swimming pool…). This flexibility is nowhere to be

found. And it is sometimes exhausting too. So, this is hopefully not a final report, but it is my turn to say: Thank you for giving me the opportunity to work in such a 

nice environment


